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Mystery Surrounds Plane’s
Fate As Reports Conflict

POLICE TO ESCORT NOISE PARADE
TOMORROW NIGHT, BUSINESS
HOUSES COOPERATING

Predii ling the biggest rally tonight that San Jose State has
Iever known, Jack Riordan and Ed Dunn are spending every spare
i momentgailiai laarsrld)m, i(n)futeentleirretapiahrmateinotns
LETTERMEN’S
B A R N
D A N C E
has been arranged, according to
!Chairman Riordan. The San Jose State band will be featured. There
will be pep talks by Coach Dud
DeGroot, President Jack Hilton,
Erwin Farley, student body presMystery concerning the fate of
ident from C.O.P., and Walt Mcone Aeronca airplane, flown west
I
I
Pherson, football captain. Mary
by Hillis Ashworth for members of
St.
Lou Summerville, with two easel/Athe "Twenty Flying Club", grew
ants, will lead the student body in
.
on the campus yesterday with contwo school songs. the Spartan
Siding reports from members of
Fight Song, and Hail Spartans
the organization and bulletin from
Hail!
,
St.
the national news services.
Spartan debaters meet
PERFORMERS
Music
An Aasociated Press wire from ’
; Mary’s college in the initial interA feature of the program will be
Reno. Nevada, stated: "Reno aircollegiate debate of the season!
vocal solos by Bob Boucke, football
port says repairs being made on 1
"All this talk about jitterbugs isi today at noon in the quad,
struts of Ashworth plane. Airport ’
Resolved that "Hitler’s activi-1 Player -crooner. Another contribua little outworn publicity," stated I
tion toward entertainment will be
acknowledges plane at airport
Letterman President Jack Riordan, ties in the European Situation are
offered by the comedy team, Wind since Tuesday. October 18. Airport ,S
chairman of the Memorial Fund Justifiable" will be the question
sor, Hammond, and Ryan, under
decline* to at a t e if emergency!
dance to be held Saturday night discussed. St. Mary’s debators will
landing made."
Lake both affirmative and negative the direction of Jim Bailey. Johnny
at the Swiss American club.
Said Ashworth, and Mr. Frank
sides of the question while Jack ’Cooper, accomplished pianist, will
OLD TIME MUSIC
Peterson, faculty sponsor of the
Webster and Frank Wilson, Sit!. offer several selections. Jack Green,
"At our dance we expect, of
club, "The weather was had in
Jose representatives, will analyze ’ a noted California piano player, is
,..tirse, to see jitterbugs, hut in
secrooting
With
leaders,
cheer
Nevada, with ice and snow prevailand evaluate the question. There being sought for the program.
lending at_ addition there will be plenty of
ing, so the plane was left at iteno tions, and goal posts
will be no rebuttals.
(Continued on Page Four)
g’ood old time barn music so that
until conditions improve. It was not mosphere to the occasion, San Jose
guys like Bob Bronzan and the
visitors
from
the
students
and
.
State
damaged at all."
a Titchenal brothers will he able to
Said local Papers, -A811worlh , College of Pacific will have
take a couple of turns."
’cracked lip’ the plane on a forced chance to take part in a makein the.
Sheldon Taix. dance impressario,
landing near Reno. Thu plane was believe football game dance
night after the I has played at the largest and
slightly damaged, and Ashworth Men’s gym Friday
airiest barns in the country in ad reported to a bureau of the De - 1 Tiger -Spartan game.
dition to having the title of "The
DAVINA’S ORCHESTRA
.
partment of Commerce."
Al Davina’s orchestra will supply King of Jive" of northeast San
Whatever the fate of the plane, :
to Riordan. The
Ashworth was bark in San Jose the rhythmic touchdowns, aided by Jose, according
yesterday without it. setting tO rest the entertaining of Drummer Niekie bids for the affair are one dollar
some tear that he had been injured Dallas, who scored such a hit in and are on sale in the Quad booth
the Community Chest "Jam Ses- every day this week.
I(’ontinued on Page Four)
The dance fund is for a fitting
alon".
With interest growing high over
MLarge caricatures of Coach Amos perpetual memorial to dead Spar- the All -College Community Chest
Alonzo Stagg and Coach Dud De- tan athletes.
Marble Tourney, a new note was
Groot will be erected at each end
INTERMISSION SHOW
brought into play yesterday when
With the thermometer recording
of the gym in honor of the reDuring the intermission the mem- possible winners in the marble
campus organization contributions
spective Schools.
bers of the Spartan Lettermen’s tourney asked for the disqualificato the college Community Chest
The goal post at one end will be club will throw a skit called tion of Ben Melzer, 1928 Indiana
wrapped in the colors of "Pacific", "Dangerous Dan the Jew", or State Champ, because of profes- quota set up in front of the Morris
!Dailey auditorium. Bob Work, col while at the other end the tradi- "Spindle Shank Zetterquist’s Re- sionaiism.
Charges against Melzer Were lege Cheat head, stated that returns
-The layouts of the organiza- tional colors of San Jose State will turn". Dee Portal is taking part
in the show in addition to directing based on his winning of thre, were coming in at such a rate that
tions whose picture appointments hold forth.
the nightly workouts of the east. dollars on a MARBLE Pin-ball the "quota graph" might easily
are now being taken must go to
TUMBLING FEATURED
machine last summer. This auto- register "over the top" by the end
Featuring the tumbling of Jim
the engraver January 1st," exmatically placed hint in the P"
-m of the week.
plained La Torre Editor Dorothy Fatal, Jim Edgmon, Monk Martin.
lessional class, contended a host
Curry in asking the cooperation and Jack Wirlf1801’, the stunts at
As these group donations come
of entrants.
of the groups in securing appoint- , half time will highlight the eve. in, a corresponding space opposite
CONTENDERS
entertainment.
fling’s
ments.
the name of the organization is
Bill McLean, the sharpshooting
NEEDS COOPERATION
blacked in. "An entirely black
Special permission has been re Palo
Altoan,
started
heavy
praci
The year hook editor, who is uelved to allow the dance to con thermometer before Friday,
lice yesterday as ddldarkCharles
also vice-president of the A MSOCI- tinue until one o’clock.
her 28. is our goal," Stated Work.
Keith
own,
bay
area
ated Students, went on to state
College interest in the "marble
State students will not be adBirlem,
Spartan
quarterback,
is
that "in order for us to make
tournament" is increasing by leaps
mitted stag, hut students from Cold
marble
cgoo,iinipgetoivtelornvawriohuicshplasyhsouiln
this deadline we must have the
Juanita Murd.wk. State college
ma
place and bounds, according to Ben Mellege of Pacific may come in couples
proofs by November 10 in order or otherwise. Student body cards
co-ed, was selected to head the him as a serious threat when zer, in charge of the affair, who
to give the staff ample time to
has been deluged for two days with
from either school will be all that ’Spartan Spears, sophomore service tourney times comes around.
lay out the copy."
applications to participate.
is necessary. There will be no adare
being
sections
Rooting
meeting.
last
their
at
organization
,
The groups, which include sor- mission charge.
Melzer states that a regular enPlans were made for entering a fornwil by v11110118 organizations
orities, fraternities, honor organto cheer their respective entries. try blank will be published and
izations. and service clubs, can
’Haw. float in the college rally
A large high school contingent that all who are intending to enter
secure appointments at the La
parade preparatory to the San Jose is expected to attend the m arble the tournament must make them
Torre desk in the Publications ofcollege-College of Pacific matches to witness possible high lout and turn them in at the Spartan
fice any time this week from 8
!Daily office either to him or to
school entries.
game tomorrow night.
to 5.
Bob Work. The feminine element
NO FACULTY
Installation of officers and an inmemfaculty
COLLINS STUDIO
Mr. Frank
Tuesday will
Faculty members were barred is especially invited to participate.
Pictures will be taken :Thitting her of the Sequoia high school, will ’formal dinner party
The boxing matches are also
competition because cd later
Monday at the Collins Studio, 123 relate to the seniors his travels in he the next event on the organiza- from
prejudices which might arise over, claiming a wide interest. It is likeSouth Third street, with a single India at Orientation today at 11 Itim’s Pmgrarn:
However, It is, ly, state Chest officials that the
Other officers elected are Audrey marble disputes.
’
fee of 50c being charged for as o’clock in Room 55.
Marg. expected a number of them will turnout for this first boxing show
many 1/0:11.14 as are necessary
Ills talk will he accompanied by Edna Abbott. vice -President;
Pour costumes will he Miei I. For teehnicolor picture of his adven- aret Tanner, corresponding secre- act as judges in the first college of the year may rival the response
tourney in the country. with which the recent "swing con sororities, the usual drapes will ttireM.
tars- Verna Coonradt, recording marble
he worn: for fraternities. tuxedos,
Doris Douglas, tress- announces Bob Work, Chest chair- cent" was met. The price of admisMr ilriffin has spoken to several secretary;
for service clubs,
historian; Bet- man. The tourney will be held sion to the matches will be fifteen
uniforms of the freshman orientation’s In the past urer; Winifred Rice.
reporter; and Beverly , behind the water towe on Toes- cents upon presentation of student
Seri.
group. and bit honor organizaand has gained the reputation of ty
3 o’clock.
body cards, according to Work,
tions. street clothes.
Johnson. A W.S. representative, day afternoon at
an interesting speaker.

Pilot Returns Unhurt
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Storm
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After-Game Hop Planned;’ Behind The
News
Music By Al Davina, Yells,
And

Tumbling By Students

CARICATURES OF
STAGG, DF-GROOT
TO BE FEATURED
One of the most unusual dances
ever given by the student body
will take place after the College.
of Pacific football game Friday
night.
With special permission to dance
until one o’clock, the committee
has arranged a good time for the
student body and the visitors from
College of Pacific.
STUNTS, ROOTING
The central theme will be that
of a football game with goal posts,
stunts at half time, and regular
rooting sections.
The Men’s gym will be divided
into two sections one for Staters
and another for the C.O.P. students. There will be yell leaders to
lead their respective sections in
cheers and half-time stunts, and
the tumbling of Jim Edgemon, Jim
Fahn. Monk Martin, and Jack
Windsor will be featured.
At each end of the gym large
caricatures of Coach Amos Alonzo
Stagg. ’grand old man of football",
and Coach Dud DeGroot will he
erected.
NICKIE DALLAS
Music will be supplied by Al
Davina’s popular orchestra featur4
ing the entertaining of Nickie
Dallas, whom everyone remembers
for his contributions to the Community Chest "Jam Session".
Members of the San Jose State
student body will not be admitted
stag, while visitors from College
of Pacific will be admitted stag or
otherwise on the presentation of
their own student body cards.
There will be no charge.
Arrangements are being made by
Harvey Rhodes, social affairs chair- I
man. and Verde Brown. Decorations are under the direction of
Lucille Johnson and Ed. Shaw.

Indignant Scribe
BUYS MARBLES

For Tournament

The other guy gives me a stare land and France because of Mussolike he oughta-be-hung as I slunk lini’s lack of trust in Hitler and
out with the bag of marbles!
the conflict of their ideas.
Go get you’re own taws Melzer!
Dr. Poytress, explaining England’s reason for permitting Hitler to seize the Sudeten territory, stated that if this sacrifice
of the only democratic country
in central Europe were not made
(Continued from Page One)
the program in the matter of a war would result, disastrous to
Chest benefits, that we had to Hitler, and producing a revoluthink of something. It seemed that tionary, communistic government
something had been started and in both Italy and Germany.

’ CHEST DRIVE
*

MELZER SAYS
Melzer’s comment is, "I know
that some people are dubious in
regard to our "marble tournament", but wait until we get national coverage by the news -reels,
a crowd of newspaper reporters,
and a howling mob to witness the
first tournament of its kind in any
college in the country, just wait."
According to college opinion, in
spite of the Melzer ravings, the
Who gets this week’s campus general opinion seems to be, "Oh
you kW."
cords?
Three San Jose State men hay,.
been already awarded this year
with a pair of collegiate cords
from the downtown store of Leon
Jacobs.
Arnold Robinson
Named by an impartial comGlen Jones
mittee consisting of the president
Norma Welby
and vice-president of the student
Barbara Powell
body and the editor of the SparHarold Johnson
tan 1/_t_illy, Ben Hitt, the students
Florence Toland
were recognized as the "campus
Mary Suess
men" of the week.
Dorothy Partello
Already honored have been HarSeth Reid
vey Rhodes, social affairs chairman, Carlton Peregoy, election
chairman. and Jack Riordan of
the Rally committee.
Another San Jose State student
LEATHER SHOP
will be named "compute cords mien
34 Su. Second
of the week" in the Jacobs adveiLeather Repair of all Kinds
Binders, Belts, Sweater Sleeves,
imement tomorrow but who?
and all Luggage.
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DTO Fraternity Holds
Italian Dinner Tonight

Camp Club Hean
Dr. Peterson

As the fall rushing season goes
into its pledging period, Delta
Theta Omega, social fraternity, will
serve an all -Italian dinner to all
"I predict that in five years we Ibrothers of the fraternity and
will fight Hitler in South Amer-1 nishees tonight at the hime of past
ica."
grand master Francis Cauhape.
So declared lit’ William byDinner will be served at 6:30 at
tress, head of the Social Science 170 South 15th street.
department, in his address yesterday to the Behind the News class
NOTICE
on the effects of the Four Power
LOST: In the Publications office
Treaty.
iii on the San Carlos street turf,
AUTONOMY
two keys on a chain. If found
Referring to the Nazi uprising please return to Bill Regan in
in South America and the spread the Publications’ office.
of nationalistic propaganda there,.
Or. Poytress pointed out the Nazi
belief that no matter where a
German is he still has to hold
absolute allegiance to his mother
Will the following members of
country, and that, combined with
the Social Affairs committee please
the self determination of races,:
Hilton’s office in
wouuld bring about a demand for meet in Jack

Next time this guy Melzer gets
an idea he’ll go chase hie own
marbles!
"Go buy some marbles," says
he. "We need ’em for the Lonniement!"
Did you ever get caught stealing from a baby? Well, that’s the
way the guy over at the Fountain
of Youth looked when 1 dances political autonomy for the German
up and squeaks, "Gimmie some people on the southern continent.
marbles!"
NO LOVE LOST
He leans over to his partner and
"There’s no love lost between
whispers, ’This rat wants mar- dictators of Germany and Italy,"
bles. He looks like the kind of stated Dr. Poytress. "I predict
guy who’d go about beating kids that In a short while Italy will
at marbles!"
move toward alliance with Eng-

they were going to see to it Hilt
we finished it. This stop-gap between the "Swing Concert" and
the boxing matches was not an
entirely new idea We were fortunate in being able to convince
Ben Melzer, in charge of and responsible for the whole affair, to
put it on under the auspices of
the Community Chest."

19,

M. Blum &

11:11
At the Camp Leadership groz
meeting yesterday noon, a
ter;
orary program committee war
1
ected to take. charge of
arrant:
a program for an evening meet,.
to be held November 2, ifas
At the meeting, Dr. Peter:mar,.
of the increase in leisure
timeli
children, and suggested and
dieted that in the near fotois highly probable that the pd.
schools would be taking care
the children for about 12 mt.
a otoy six (lays a week

:01,

NOTICES
licat ion office not later than
Cr.
tober 24.
Albert Copeland, fe,

Attention! All Globetrotters! A:
t he Student Union at 12:30 today: important meeting
for the eleem
Ed
Swanson,
Bob
Hodgson,
Ham
of officers for the year raft
Shaw, John Holtorf, Steve Hosa. , held today at noon in Room
George Place. Charlotte Satin, Please be present.
Emerson Kumm, p
Verda Brown, and Lucille John- I
son.

Very

important.
Harvey Rhodes.

.

Attention: A college On,
suddenly acquired legs and 32:
pered out of Room 116 yesterk
A brief report and the tool e
this matter can be handed it!
the Publications office. Thack
Fred Hamloir

The Young Democrats will hold
their regular meeting at 12:15
today in Room 121. The first in
a series of "March of Time" skits
will be presented. All interested ,
in Democratic progress it) CaliKappa Delta Pi Pledge
fornia are urged to attend.
Please pay your initiation
Jim MacGowan, pies.1 to Miss Clark in Room
161
later than Friday, October .
Will all members of liappa lit- If you can not do so, please gv
arrangements with 1E88 Clad
ta Pl please make appointinidit
Albert Copehind,
for La Torre pictures in the I’M

CO.

31st Anniversary

For that "College of Pacific Game" Friday

COLLEGE AND CAREER GIRLS CHOOSE

Cords Presented
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"DIXIE- WONDER

NOTICE
LOST. A topaz necklace in i
gold setting at the 500 elan,
Saturday night. Finder please cit.
Col. 151-J or at the Publicatio
office. Valuable for sentimental
reasons. Iteir.itil
Hazel Cotit.

FRED GRINTER
,,,,,,,
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FERGUSON’S
MUSIC

FEATURES SHEET

Special Prices
on many of your
Class Required Selections
VOICE
VIOLIN
PIANO
250 SO. FIRST

Everyone loves these sports for they really have
swank and comfort, too. All new materials
and colors’ A AAA to F.

Many other Sport Oxfords $3.95 & 54.95
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Mystery Surrounds Plane’s
Fate As Reports Conflict
Pilot Returns Unhurt
From Nevada
Storm

TO
omit,
Id tat
esterti
bent
led in
ar.k

Pep Talks, Vocal
Numbers, Comedy
Team Presented

S t a g g, DeGroot To
Be Honored At Gala
Affair; No Charge

Make Date Now

The goal post at one end will be
wrapped in the colors of "Pacific",
while at the other end the traditional colors of San Jose State will

"The layouts of the organizalions whose picture appointments hold forth’
are now being taken must go to
TUMBLING FEATURED
the engraver January 1st," exFeaturing the tumbling of Jim
plained La Torre Editor Dorothy Fahn, Jim Edgmon, Monk Martin,
Curry in asking the cooperation anti Jack Windsor, the stunts at
of the groups in securing appoint- half time will highlight the eve ning’s entertainment.
meats.
NEEDS COOPERATION
Special permission has been re The year book editor, who is celved to allow the dance to ennuis vice-president of the Associ- finue until one o’clock.
ated Students. went on to stati
State students will not he ad that "in order for us to make
mated stag, hut students from Col this deadline we must have the lege
of Pacific may come in couples
Proofs by November 10 in order or otherwise. Student body cards
to give the staff ample time to
from either school will he all that
lay out the copy."
Is necessary. There will he no ad The groups, which include sor- mission charge.
orities, fraternities, honor organizations, and service clubs, can
secure appointments at the Li SENIORS
Torre desk in the Publications of- I
flee any time this week from SIGRIFFIN
to 5.

TO HEAR
TRAVELS

COLLINS STUDIO
Pictures will be taken starting
Moimlay at the Collins Studio, 123
south Third atrect. with a single
fee of 50c being
charged for as
many poses as are necessary
Four coattnnes will be used P’or
sororities. the team! drapes will
he worn: for
fraternities. tuxedos:
for service clubs, uniforms of the
group: and for honor organizations. street clothes.

Predicting the biggest rally tonight that San Jose State has
ever known, Jack Riordan and Ed Dunn are spending every spare
moment in last minute preparations.
1
A gala array of entertainment has been arranged, according to
I Chairman Riordan, The San Jose State band will be featured. There
rill be pep talks by Coach Dud
DeGroot, President Jack Hilton,
i Erwin Farley, student body pres:
i ident from C:O.P., and Walt MCPherson,
,u Summerville,football wciaptaintwo. Mar
with
assistants, will lead the student body in
two school songs: the Spartan
Fight Song, and Hail Spartans

LETTERMEN’S B A R N D A N C E
SATURDAY N I G H T INCLUDES’1
D e b a t e r s Meet’
0 L D-FASHIONED R H Y T H M S
I
St. Mary ’ sn
OF SWING
Quad
Today
Davina Supplies ’ PLENTY
PLANNED FOR
Music For COP
JIVE FANS
Football Dance:

Mystery concerning the fate of
one Aeronca airplane, flown west
by Hillis Ashworth for members of
i
the "Twenty Flying Club", grew
on the campus yesterday with conMeting reports from members of
the organization and bulletin from .
the national news services.
An Associated Press wire from
’
Reno. Nevada. stated: "Reno airport says repairs being made on
I
struts of Ashworth plane. Airport
acknowledges plane at airport
since Tuesday. October 18. Airport
declines to state if emergency
landing made."
Said Ashworth, and Mr. Frank
Peterson, faculty sponsor of tin:
club, "The weather was had in
With cheer leaders. rooting secNevada. with ice and snow prevail ing, so the plane was left at Rend tions, and goal posts lending at until conditions improve. It was not mosphere to the occasion, San Jose
State students and visitors from the
damaged at all."
a
Said local
pers. Ashworth i College of Pacific will have
make ’cracked up’ the plane on a forced I chance to take part in a
landing near Reno. The plane was believe football game dance in the
after the ,
slightly damaged, and Ashworth Men’s gym Friday night
reported to a bureau of the De- Tiger-Spartan game.
DAVINA’S ORCHESTRA
partment of Commerce."
Al Davina’s orchestra will supply
Whatever the fate of the plane, 1
Ashworth was hack in San Jose the rhythmic touchdowns, aided by
yesterday without it, setting to rest the entertaining of Drummer Nickie
some fear that he had been injured Dallas, who scored such a hit in
the Community Chest "Jam SesIContinued i’s Parr Pour)
sion".
Large caricatures of Coach Amos
Alonzo Stagg and Coach Dud DeGroot will be erected at each end
of the gym In honor of the reFo r
Pictures
In spective schools,

La Torre-- Curry

POLICE TO ESCORT NOISE PARADE
TOMORROW NIGHT; BUSINESS
HOUSES COOPERATING

Mr Frank Griffin faculty member of the Sequoia high school, will
relate to the seniors his travels in
nt Orientation today at 11
o’clock iii Room 55.
His talk will be acemnpanied by
technicolor picture of his adven-

"All this talk about jitterbugs is I
a little outworn publicity," stated I
Letterman President Jack Riordan,:
chairman of the Memorial Fund
dance to be held Saturday night I
,
at the Swiss American club.
.
OLD TIME MUSIC
"At our dance we expect, of ’
course, to see jitterbugs, but in ’,
,
addition there will be plenty of i
good old time barn music so that
guys like Bob Bronzan and the
Titchenal brothers will he able to
take a couple of turns."
Sheldon Taix, dance impressaria
has played at the largest and
airiest barns In the country in addition to having the title of "The
King of Jive" of northeast San
Jose, according to Riordan. The
bids for the affair are one dollar
and are on sale in the Quad booth
every day this week.

Spartan debaters meet St.
Mary’s college in the initial intercollegiate debate of the season
today at noon in the quad.
Resolved that "Hitler’s activities in the European Situation are
Justifiable" will be the question
discussed. St. Mary’s debators will
take both affirmative and negative
sides of the question while Jack
and Frank Wilson, s.
Webster
Jose representatives, will analyz.
and evaluate the question. There
will be no rebuttals.

Hail!

PERFORMERS

A feature of the program will be
vocal solos by Bob Boucke, football
Player -crooner. Another contribution toward entertainment will be
offered by the comedy team, Wind.
sor. Hammond. and Ryan, under
the direction of Jim Bailey. Johnny
Cooper, accomplished pianist, will
offer several selections. Jack Green,
. , noted California piano player, is
bemg sought for the program.
(Continued on Page Four)

PROFESSIONALISM DROPS
MARBLE KING MELZER
FACULTY BARRED rm
F R 0 M CHEST
TOURNEY

Thermometer
Records Chest
Contributions

The dance fund is for a fitting
with interest growing high over
perpetual memorial to dead Spar- ’the All -College Community Chest
tan athletes.
Marble Tourney, a new note was
INTERMISSION SHOW
brought into play yesterday when
With the thermometer recording
During the intermission the men- possible winners in the marble
campus organization contributions
hers of the Spartan Lettermen’s tourney asked for the disqualificaclub will throw a skit called tion of Ben Melzer, 1928 Indiana to the college Community Chest
"Dangerous Dan the Jew", or State Champ, because of profes- quota set up in front of the Morris
"Spindle Shank Zetterquist’s Re- sionalism.
Dailey auditorium. Bob Work, col Charges against Melzer were lege Chest head, stated that returns
turn". Dee Portal is taking part
in the show in addition to directing based on his winning of thee, Well, coming in at such a rate that
the nightly workouts of the cast. dollars on a MARBLE pin -ball the "quota graph" might easily
machine last summer. This auto- register "over the top" by the end
rnatically placed him in the pro- of the week.
fessional class, contended a host
As these group donations come
entrants.
in, a corresponding space opposite
CONTENDERS
name of the organization is
Bill McLean, the sharpshooting the
blacked in. "An entirely black
Palo Altoan, started heavy prac, thermometer before Friday, Octotice yesterday as did Charles Sam- her
28. is our goal." ’stated Work.
mon, bay area darkhorse. Keith
College interest in the "marble
Birlem, Spartan quarterback, is:
tournament" is increasing by leaps
going over various plays in marble’
Juanita Murdock. State college
and bounds, according to Ben Melcompetition which should place
eo-ed, was selected to head the , him as a serious threat when zer, in charge of the affair. who
has been deluged for two days with
Spartan Spears, sophomore service tourney times comes around.
applications to participate.
being
i0118
are
sect
Rooting
meeting.
last
their
at
organization
Melzer states that a regular en I’lans were made for entering a formed by various organizations
to cheer their respective entries, try blank will be published and
noise float in the college rally
A large high school contingent that all who are intending to enter
parade preparatory to the San Jose is expected to attend the marble the tournament must make them
S tat e college-College of Pacific matches to witness possible high iout and turn them in at the Spartan
Daily office either to him or to
school entries.
! game tomorrow night.
Bob Work. The feminine element
NO FACULTY
Installation of officers and an inFaculty members were barred is especially invited to participate.
formal dinner party Tuesday will

Spears Choose
New Head For
Present Term

! be the next event on the organization’s program.
other officers elected are Audrey
Edna Abbott. vice-president; Margaret Tanner, corresponding secretary; Verna Coonradt. recording
tams.
Doris Douglas, treasMr tIriffin has spol«m to several secretary:
Rice, historian; Betfreshman orientations In the pant urer: Winifred
reporter: and Beverly
and has gained the reputation of ty Scrim
’Johnson. A W.S. representative.
an interesting speaker.

The boxing matches are also
from competition because of later
prejudices which might arise over claiming a wide interest. It is like marble disputes. However, it is ly, state Chest officials that the
expected a number of them will turnout for this first boxing show
act as judges in the first college of the year niay rival the response
marble tourney in the country, with which the recent "swing con announces Bob Work, Chest chair-. cert" was met. The price of admit, man. The tourney will be held sion to the matches will be fifteen
behind the water towe0 on Tues. cents upon presentation of student
body cards, according to Work.
’clay afternoon at 3 o’clock.
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Sororities Pledge
Thru Clothes New Members At
Doors
Candlelight Affair
One hundred and thirty-eight
girls were pledged to the six campus sororities at a candlelight
dinner held at the Ste. Claire
Hotel Friday evening. Miss Jeanne
Brigg a, inter -society pt esident.
presided.

By PATTY

BLACKWOOD

THIS is our big week -end coming up, what with the NOISE
PARADE Friday afternoon, followed by the C.O.P. game at night,
over which we HOPE to be victorious. Then, too, the LETTERMEN’S SOCIETY barn dance is
Saturday evening.
YOU won’t need much in the
way of clothes for thatat least,
new onesbut you’ll want to help
the team win by inspiring them
FRIDAY night in a new sports
outfit . . Oh, I forgot, the JITTERBUG session too, after the
game fo’ all yo’ swingsters who
fairly live and breath for Benny
Goodman, and yo’ sho’ all can’t
be a jitterbug or a ’GATOR unless you have one of the SUNwhich
pleated
skirts
BURST
HALES’ downstairs store have especially for the purpose of swinging it in. They are a mere $3.98 ..
some other styles $1.98 and $2.98.
The SKIRTS come in SHETLAND
CLOTH. WOOL CREPE . . and
a heavy BARK WEAVE that
won’t sag . . THERE’S no sense
buying only HALF of an outfit.
so there MUST be a sweater to
go with your new skirt . . perhaps a HELEN HARPER original in the new PATIO BLUE . .
angora, little pearl buttons and
$2.98. Then there is a large choice
of many others .. SPIFFY leather
belted ones for $1.98 .. and ribbed
wool in varied colors.
MAYBE you might find something you’d like better at Bium’s
ANNIVERSARY SALE, which is
really going full speed ahead.
There are scads of coat sweaters
in the classic ENGLISH RIB knit
. . high button or cardigan types
which are SPECIALLY. priced at
$2.59 . were once $3.98 and $5.95
.. all fall SHADES. If you haven’t
had a chance to get one of the
BABY SWEATERS to wear over
your formal, incidentally I saw
quite a few at the Inter-Society
Preference night dinner at the
Sainte Claire last Friday, now’s
the time to get one while the
sale is on . . WOOZY slip-ons,
coat sweaters and BABY boleros
In shades of TEAL, WINE, BOY
BLUE, PURPLE, and GRAPE. .
$1.98, $2.98 .
IN CASE you
didn’t know those favorite WILSHIRE sports shirts which college girls go for in silk, satin,
and broadcloth, white and colored
are at BLUM’S SPORT SHOP,
$1.25 to *2.98.
FOR teas, the game, campus

Fashions

women’s Page

Society

BETA GAMMA CHI
Rita le:infield. Martha Campbell.
Betty Chaboya, Mary Jaspar. Emily Hanson, Lois Hansen, Margaret
Harms, Mildred I loll’s, Stevastent
Jacks, Betty Ann Jones. Sarah
Kimball. Elizabeth Ann MeCrae.
Betty Norton, Marion Rosenfeld,
Stella Schnabel, Kathleen Smith,
Betty Tomson. Edith Tuttle, Barbara Jean Wallace, Phyllis Wanzer, Alta Smith,
ALLENIAN
Anne Aro, Elsa Brehme, Betty
Burrell, Polly Colvin. Verna Coonradt, Dorothy Daniels, Mary Falcone. R u t Is Frohliech, Charlotte
Wilhelm, Mary Frances Hill, Bernice Janssen, Betty King, Betty
Lund.
Plinette Maggini, Audrey Jane
Orcutt, Kay Palmer, Doris Rowe,
Phyllis Rowe, Marjorie Runyan,
Jane Sandahl, Jean Schrader, Lorraine Smith, Marto Stevens, Inadel
Strohmaier, Ruth Watson, Charlene Winn. Helen Settergran.
ERO SOPHIAN
Yvonne Farasyn, Marian Friflin.
Harriett Holman, Jane Hull, Betty
Lester, Carmel McNamara. Alice
McCarthy, Patty Scholk. Barbara
Whitelaw. Betty Wilson
KAPPA KAPPA SIGMA
Margaret Barr. Betty Black.
Helen Booth, Zoella Clinkscale.
Miriam D r e w, Antonette Fatjo,
Marcella
Fatjo,
Ruby
Freitas,
Eleanor Gassett,
Erline
Hays,
Katherine Hill, Ellen Jane Hutchins, Jerry Jurras.
Cristaldel Kircher, Evelyn Lee,
Margaret Ney. Eva Seko, Ruth
Shirley, Joy Sievers. Billie Starrett, Charlotte Thackeray, Marjorie Turman, Joan Whitehouse.
Betty Wool, Ruth Wool. Jean
Roix.
PHI KAPPA PI
Betty Jane Bruntsch, Louise
Cowen, Emily Currier, Jean Ellsworth, Miriam Ellsworth, Vivian
Ericksen, Helen Ferguson, Helen
Friedenbugh, June Gross, Cecile
Hurlbut, Elaine Johns, Geraldine
Lang, Evelyn Lindeman.
Garnet Love, Aloha Martin, Virginia Moore, Audrey Morrell, Evelyn Pylman, Patsy Raynor, Amy
Silva, Lorraine Stewart, Eleanor
Walchar. Norma Welby, Eloise
wear and casual DATES, the ANNIVERSARY SALE at BLUM’S
has a real treat in store for you
for the small sum of $6.90. Believe it or not, the treat is dresses
In those hard to find sizes . . for
you LITTLE BUGS who wear
11’s . . come in all assortments
of PLAIDS, SUEDE CLOTHS,
RABBIT’S HAIR, SILKS .. anything, but do go down early.
BLUM’S also have the very last
thing in skirts.
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SRETSNIPS! Who? Why? What? When? and How? These
questions have been voiced by those noticing the mysterious signs
of "Sretsnips" scattered about the campus for the past several days,
but now the secret is out.
Sretsnips is merely Spinsters spelled backwards and Spinsters
mean Spinsters Scrimmage, or the annual AWS recreation night
This affair will be held in the Men’s gymnasium on November in
from 7 o’clock to midnight.
Games, which promise to be of a most tricky nature, will be
played from 7 to 9. Dancing to a popular orchestra is to follow
and continue until midnight.
The t taoist I AWS recreation night has been changed to A Spinsters Scrimmage so that the football theme may be carried out
A novel manner of decoration will be especially appropriate at this
time since the following day, Armistice, is the occasion for various
football games throughout the country.
Bids, which are to be purchased by girls, go on sale in the near
future. Because girls are requested to ask the boys to dance, they
must therefore purchase the tickets.

TI- E SOCIAL
WI- I)’ L
By BARBARA MATTHEW

CANDLELIGH1
MELLOW
flickering on lovely faces and
gowns, soft music, murmur of
feminine voices, and it’s the Preference Dinner at the Hotel Ste.
Claire last Saturday night. Miss
Jeanne Briggs, Inter -Society president, presided over the huge gathering at which the six campus
sororities proudly paraded their
new pledges. Between courses the
girls danced to the music of Ernie
Massie, with the Lambeth Walk
holding sway.
.
.
SAPPHOS presided at the head
table, the color scheme of which
was red and white with masses
of red balloons in the center. The
honored guests were Miss Helen
Dimmick, Dean of Women; Mrs.
Spaulding, Sappho Alumnus; and
Miss Tompkin, Sappho Adviser.
.
S.G.O. MEMBERS and their
pledges danced to the music of
Scott Held at the Scottish Rite
Temple
last
Saturday
night.
Among members, pledges, and
girl friends were Robert Knopf,
Georganna Kann, Norman Thorp,
Frances Toland, Paul
Ramsey,
Beatrice Mattocks; Ernie Rldeout,
Florence Toland; Bud Bachman,
Lorraine Bellicitti; Donald Mi!ls,
Frances Churin; Cecil McDonald
Marion Ruge; Stan Lewis, Betty
Starr; George Chambers, Charlotte
Rideout;
Don
Robertson,
Clarisse Paulain.
Wire, Pat Young, Juliana Donovan, Mrs. Pinkston honorary.
SAPPHO
Marjorie Baker, Patricia Baker,
Hazel Brewster, Elaine Carlson,
Geraldine Cavallaro, Carolyn Cook,
Betty Dot y, Suzanne Downing,
Dorothy Eder, Betty Emigh, Mary
Anne Falch, Helena Griffiths. Roberta Hobson.
Floy Hopkins. Levetta Hasler.
Peggy limit, Jane Lovell, Peggy
McDonald, Virginia Miller, Barbara
Moser,
Barbara
Rampe,
Charlotte Rideout, Evelyn Ross,
Mary Lou Sommerville, Katherine
Walton, Jean Warren. Joyce Williams, Carnielita Young.
NOTICE
Inter-fratermi c meeting today
at 12:30 iii limo.. I.; Election ot
officers, Out ill. 111,1111,i
I.’ it

TIME: Last Saturday night .
PLACE: San Jose Country Club
. . EVEN I’: La Fidel,. Dance . .
CIIARACTERS flitting past the
orchestra of Al Davina: Frances
Haas, Jack Dankin; "Pat" Patterson, Bob F ii I get; Kay Walton,
John Kennedy; Ruth Belrose, Bob
Ritchie; Rutheda Elliot, Carl Stubenrauch; Roberta Hobson, Don
Franklin; Jane Crisp and Forrest
O’Brien.
LIGHTS ON! .
SURPRISE!
and Helen Smith, popular music
major was feted at a surprise
birthday party at the home of
George Ryan. on October
18.
Among those enjoying the refreshments and dancing to the famous
collection of dance records of the
host were Dorothy Provost’, Dais
Bennett; Kay Alexander, Carlton
Lindgren; Mary Wherry, Ernie
Nelson; Beverly Johnson, George
Ryan; Helen Smith and Frank
Hoyt,

A.W.S. Committees
Named For Surprise
Affair November 10
Committees for the Spinsters
Scrimmage are working to make
this affair outstanding in every respect with Mary Frances Gurney,
general chairman, and Geraldine
Jun -as, assistant chairman, managing all angles.
Games are under the ehairmanship of Eva Seka with Assistant
Chairman Billie Starrett and Marian Morton, Lyle Dunal, and Mary
V. Gasper assisting.
Geraldine, Jurras, chairman of
clean-up, has Verna Coonradt, Joan
Whitehouse, Virginia Binder, and
Jerry Balthazar on her committtee.
Decorations are under the supervision of Mary Frances Gurney
with June Gross, Marian Ellsworth,
Jean Ellsworth. and Jean Camilla
helping. Mary Frances Gurney,
chairman of the bids committee, IS
atialia.nti by Lila Carrington
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scartp
Members of the six
honoring their pledges at.
Claire Hotel recently gat.
gay array. Stunning and v.:
cated formals of black, ir
rose shades predominated
several, on the other hada
bined two contrasting Cole,
l’atterson. Sappb
lovely in a hoop skirted
tafetta strapless formal
with pink. Ti) complete thshe wore her hair high
elegant manner
Several
sequin jacketi
worn on foundation dress,
glamour mood--simple ye
fling, Miss Maurine Thstnpss
sic instructor and Kappa c
wore a beautiful formal Ws
ti -colored sequin jacket, Is
ing in its unusualness.
Earline Hayes. Kappa s
was attired in apple glee
mal of soft material. Dimdlt
and drop shoulders were ta
tures of the gown with
she wore gold clips at tht
ders, matched with gold:
sories.
Also outstanding wash!,
Who was garbed in light
with pattern of flowers.Thr
was fitted and the skirt s
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Everything this season ft
mal and semi -formal
wear (as well as for Si
important occasions) has tia
ward sweep, thus create’
interest. Unusual notes
achieved by:
la) An entire bird abgt
the head, the beak point
one eye while the body end’
go upward.
(h) A tiny gilted bogs
flowers is attached to an haS
metal comb.
Id
A tiny hat of Mrs:
thers and velvet ribbon.
id) A small rose had as
"tipsy turvy" in the rat
Ii’) A LouLs XIV model-dust ers of grapes and k,
velvet ribbon.
If I Two huge roses ail
effective evening Calllige’
141 sequin flowers sward
shine on the (lance floot
spray is Hi:Timely attached
tortoise, shell hand.
New notes for informal
IC
includes pert metallics
N unterous
soft velvets.
dresses are now available!,
and black velvet with
trimmings which enhance
sonality of the co-ed. Meta*,
bined with plain materials!’
ors, gold and silver le
cated as well as new.
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CLOTHING CO.
rBROOKS
119 South First St.
San Jos
Headquarters for Collegiate Styles
ROB

BOUCKf , CAMPUS FILPFU_SEINTATIVE
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GRID RALLY
Attend the College of Pacific
Rally Tonight In Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
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Local R ecord Against San Jose Frosh
Defeat Olympic
Anion P act ic At Stake In Club
Seals 5-3
Big Game Tilt Friday ...in

Despite a 6-’1 setback by the
University of California last week,
Coach Hovey McDonald’s Spartan
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In live games sine.c A
A.
Stagg arrived at Pacific and Dud
DeGroot began his annual battle
with the Tigers, San Jose has won
four games and tied one. Never,
since the two coaches began directing the grid machines of the two
institutions, has the margin of victory been greater than two touchdowns.
1933
1931
1931,
193i;
193;

The Staters showed well against
the title defenders although the
score does not indicate so. In the
third quarter the score was tied at
two all before the Bears began
pouring it on and gradually pulled c
away from the visitors.
The game this week will be the 42
first conference contest of the yearl
on the home field of the Spartans
and this should prove to be an

San
Sim
san
San
:;.in

Jose 12, Pacific 7.
Jose 13, Pacific 0.
Jose 0, Pacific 0.
Jose 8, Pacific 0.
Jose 12, Pacific 7.

g marked improvement
in every phase of the game, the
Spartan freshman waterpolo team
defeated the number 4 team from
the Olympic Club of San Francisco b y the s core of 5-3 in S arhest. two rival tan Plunge last night.

San Jose Eleven On Double Spot For Tiger
Contest; Stagg Has Light Stockton Squad

-Shp those Simi tan,
inini opposite sides of the field tomorrow
night when San Js is’ clashes with the College, of Pacific on the turf
of Spartan Stadium in a renewal of the annual "big game" between
the two squad,
And aft,- the activit IN have ceased on the field, one of two
- things will stand forth. Either
San Jose’s undefeated record
against C.O.P. will remain intact
-11,1(1 Thai

hattle

I

tic, will ring out

partan Seals Drop
Game To Bears,

advantage.
Again leading locals on the offensive will be Jack Marsh and
Freddie Albright with help expected from the other forwards,
Fortune Masdeo, Terry White, and
Jim Fobs.. In the Bear contest
little Albright stole the show in
the first half with a brilliant "head"
shot from about 15 feet out.

A sadly bedraggled Spartan waterpolo team left the lair of the
California Golden Bears yesterday afternoon after having been mauled
around to the tune of 5 to 1 by the U. C. septet.
The first half was all California with everything from fair play ing to foul going on under the nose of referee "Sharky" Graham, a
former California player himself. The score at the end of the first
seven minutes of play was 3 to 0’
in favor of the borne team.

The Fog City boys will come to
Washington Square minus one and
possibly two of last year’s star
players . . . Wilton Latz, veteran
fullback, was declared ineligible
early this year because of scholastic
difficulties, and Sandy Shotwell,
center half has been on the sidelines nursing a broken nose. The
loss of these two may be overcome
however, by the alert playing of
Bob Nicco, center forward of the
Rams who has led the team in scoring this season.

brought

Freshman Team
Plays Menlo J.C.
Squad Tomorrow
Yearlings Seek Wins
In Remaining Games
Playing Menlo Jaycee this Friday afternoon at three o’clock, the
Spartan freshmen gridders start
the second half of their schedule
With the ledger showing a mark
in each of the win, lose, and tie
columns.
Not counting the win over Hot.
lister, registered mainly by the reserves, the yearlings have openly
declared they are out to take the
remaining three games. St. Mary’s
frosh looks like the toughest nut
to crack, hut the new offensive
threat being shown by the Spartlets and the return to form of
several regulars might be the recipe
for game winning.
MARLICH SHINES
In a defensive scrimmage this
week against the varsity, Joe Mar Itch sparkled like
the coming to
life of a great (’Oct
and was in the
"big brother" backfield as much as
the varsity backs.
George Hero at
the strong side
tackle took care of
his own dli addition
to the chores
Of the end.
Teleheiro was absent
at that spot.
but will probably be
hark in the lineup by
Friday.
Newstetter will probably get the
’sarting call along side
of Marlich
With Mellott’. and
MeNowen at the
guard spots.
COTTRELL STARTS
Wilbur Dickson will surrender
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San Jose Leads In
Past Scores With
Pacific Tigers

soccer eleven will return to the
role of favorite this Saturday all
they enter the San Francisco J.C. ’
L
game at Spartan Field.

dges

ocroBER

FRED MERRICK, Editor

San Jose Soccer
lanci Squad Will Face
S.F. Shm Kickers

VA JAM,.

NOISE PARADE
Meet The Pacific
Rooters And Join
In The Noise Parade

poff

CALIFORNIA,
SAN JOSE,

Ii

OcZI

In the second canto the Seam:.
their

own

flippers

Gosh, That Man

into

action and gave the Dowden boys Gene
a little of their own medicine, and
by the time the time -keeper found
hisgun

to

end

the

affair,

the

Bears won, 5 to 1.
However, the Berkeley team was
in possession of one month more

Grattan

Worrying

Is

Ag a in,
a

Spartan Coach Needs
Men For S.F. Tourney

of practice than the Spartans. and

Eugent Grattan and his wild men
simply swam rings around the San of the mat make their fall debut
in the big city tomorrow and no
Jose teaill.
least bit
A couple of boys by the name one seems to be in the
over the situation, -that is
of Aronson took charge of most worried
except Mr. Gene himself.
of the Bear scoring, while Frank no one
The Spartan coach plans on ensolo
accomplished the
Savage
point for Commodore Walkers tering eight men in the Junior
Championships to be held in San
team.
Francisco’s Olympic club but who
Goalie Dick Savage kept the
these eight gentlemen will be no
score down to quite an extent by
one around the State campus
some brilliant saves, and the five
knows. Fact of the matter is, the
goals that went past him were of
wrestlers themselves aren’t certain
the "untouchable" variety.
that they will be entered. All of
The balance of the schedule for
which creates a problem.
the week pits the varsity against
NEW MATERIAL
the Athens Club of Oakland here
Grattan cannot send his star
in Spartan Pool Saturday night
matmen into the scrimmages bein the fourth league game for the
cause wrestlers with titles are prolocals. This is the team that tied
hibited from entering this tourney.
with the Seals for the league title
As a result of this ruling the mat
last season.
mentor will have to use most of
his new material plus a few stand byes from last year’s squad.

Officers Elected For
’
S. J. Police Club

Crooks, beware! Police club of

San Jose State held its first meeting of the fall quarter yesterday
:ifliT110011 at 4:00 p.m. in Room 206
of the Science building. Barcley
Brown, last quarter’s president,
took charge of the meeting.
Nomination and election of of.
neves for this quarter was in order.
The following "Cops" were elected:
I Renato Simoni, president; Ed Jetich, vice-president; Lorin Todd, secretary-treamurer; and Sam Della
Maggiore, Sergeant -at -arms.
Sonic 32 future police officers attended this lively meeting. VicePresident -Elect Ed Jelich, took
over the meeting lit the absence of
Si simeni, who was unable to
attend.
’
the starting signal to Cottrell at
the pivot spot. The backfield with
Dick H ubbell back in uniform will
be completed by halves, Kasparovitch with Lewis at quarterback.

Out of his.wrestling bag Grattan
can reach down and grab any of
the following for tomorrow’s
matches: Vic Christianson, Freddie
Albright, Hugo Pink, Noble Walkor, Bob Norona, Carleton Lindgren,
Frank Kallam, Gus Fritz. and
Keith Hughes. These are the d igible men but most of them are
hampered by injuries,

or the Tigers will have succeeded
in obtaining their first victory or
a DeGroot coached eleven. Which
of these two outcomes will result
from the game has followers of
both squads working overtime.
SPARTANS ON SPOT
All of this puts the Spartans on
a double -spot. The local eleven must
win in order to protect its record
against the Tigers, and also in
order to remain undefeated this
season.
Because Pacific is fielding one
of ,its lightest teams since Amos
Alonzo Stagg took over at the
Stockton school, the Tigers are
expected to use more wide open
formations than ever before. With
a light forward wall, the Pacific
team will base its hopes for victory on a well -planned passing
attack, mixed with flankers, manin-motion plays and other unorthodox formations meant to confuse
Ithe defense.
San Jose places its hopes for
victory on a ground gaining running attack and a ruthless passing
offense. Last year Pacific stopped
the ground attack when it got
inside the 20 -yard line and the
Spartans were forced to spring
their overhead attack into action to
defeat the Tigers 12-7.

Led by Dick Bartels with three
goals, the locals ran up most of
their score in the first half. The
other scoring in the first period
was by Takahashi. Spartan forward, and Johnny Hood, playing
at center hack for the frosh.
The guards were clicking in
good order and kept the Olympic
Club forwards from making their
shots good. Playing at center forward for the yearlings, Bartels
was able to get the sprint most
of the evening.
This is the third league game
for the freshmen Seals and they
have an excellent chance to come
out on top in their division this
season, provided they keep up the
good work.
Next Friday afternoon the freshmen tangle with a strong Palo
Alto high school squad at Palo
Alto. The game takes place at
4:30. The next evening they play
a preliminary to the varsity game
with the Athens Club from Oakland.
---NOT IC ES
All members of D.T.O. fraternity meet today at 12:30 in the
Publications office for La Torre
group pictures.
Grand Master.
Smock and Tam members please

remember to make your appointments for pictures at the La Torre
office before Friday, October 21.
The regular meeting of Smock
and Tam will be held Thursday.
October 20, at 7:30 at the home
of Evelyn Monthrop, 1457 Hester
Ave., San Jose -

STRONG BACKFIELD
Replacing the backfield aces who
graduated will be a quartet of ball
JUNIOR MEETING todayRm.
carriers rated just as strong as 24--11 o’clock all third year stulast year’s group. Joe Siegfried at dents please attend.
full back, Soper, Lloyd and AdamCharlie Anderson.
ina in the other positions make the
Tigers a threat when they have
possession of the ball. Adamina has
been shifted from end to a back
spot in order to, make use of his
long range passing ability.
SAY, that’s too bad!

"A TisketA Tasket
I Lost My"

NOTICES

In fact, we’re deeply moved ..

Those Rainbow girls and DeMolay boys interested in riding in
the Noise Parade Friday, meet
on the corner of Women’s gyni
at 4:00 p.m.

IF THERE’S A THING
IN THE WORLD WE CAN

DO!
WHY. COME ON OVER

to the
Today at eleven o’clock this-’
will be a meeting of all freshmen
in education, Room 5112, Thri
I
will take the place of orientation
WE’LL FIX YOU UPI
for those involved. Special seconINJURIES
lary candidates, as well as general
Hop. Skip & Jump from 4th on
Vic Chirstiansott will compete in
’ San Antonio
elementary and kindergarten-prithe 112-pound class provided his
mary students should attend.
injured finger heals. Fred Albright
will go if he can make the 123 I pound limit and Bob Norona is
SPORT
SAN JOSE COUNTRY CLUB
willing enough provided his had
knee shows improvement. Hugo 1
Pink is ready for action hut admits
he needs more conditioning.
PRESENTS
so on e cn
a see that Coach Gr id- I
though
even
I tan has his worries
the regular season is three month.
away and tomorrow’s matches are
not very important. The mat leader
is only hoping t hat he won’t have
Bids $1.25Obtainable at Door
Al DAVINA’’-; RAND
to don the trunks and climb
through the ropes himself

SAN JOSE BOX LUNCH

Delta Phi of Delta Sigma
DELI YELLOW
BASKET
DANCE

v-c
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Book Review By!Chem Majors
Social Science Take In Five
, New Pledges
Instructor
Miss Clara Hinze, Social Science
instructor, will speak on the book,
"Neighborhood, by Mary Simkovitch, before the Philosophy of Life
Group in the "Y" room today from
5 to 6 o’clock.

Five

pledges

were

taken

Music Group Home Economics
Elects New
Silk Exhibit
Officers
Ends Today

In The Headlines

today
By JOHN BLAIR BEACH

into

!Phi Upsilon Pi, honorary chemistry
fraternity, this week. The pledges
Iinclude Charles Staeger, William
Peed, Charles Gilmore, Frank Mar- I

The resistance of Arab rebels
Which had held the city of Jerusalem for two days against the
onslaughts of British troops, finally broke down as 6000 soldiers
invaded the walled (41 city. In
the meantime, sporadic fighting
continues unchecked throughout
,
Palestine. They still hold most of
the territory in the Holy Land,
British troops possessing only the
immediate territory around military headquarters.

The work of Mary Simkovitch, I golati. and Tom McElligott.
A large number of activities are
director of Greenwich House in
New York, has been compared being planned by the group for the i
favorably with Jane Adam’s work
fall and winter quarters. The acin Chicago’s Hull House,
tivities will begin with informal
According to Rachel Martin, I
of the new pledges Satinitiation
chairman of the group, all interested men and women students are I urday night.
In London, the British cabinet
New officers of the club elected has approved stronger measures
invited to attend.
to serve this year are Art Heinaen, in dealing with the Palestine rebgrand analyst; Marvin Rowlette, els. Reliable sources in the capital
partition of the
master analyst; Tom Kirtley, re- state that the
be scrapped.
corde r; and Paul Benjamin, tress- Holy Land will
urer
Hopes that the month-old tie-up
of Bay Area warehouses will end
has received a boost in San FranThe San Jose State college Forcisco. as the 10-man mediation
estry club will meet tonight at
commission arranged for new
6:30 at the Italian hotel, for
meetings. It is also believed that
the purpose of making final
the Retail Store strike is on the
plans for a weekend field trip to
wane.
Felton.
Delta Phi chapter of Delta SigThis trip is planned especially to ma, off-campus fraternity, will preWith labor strife on the Pacific
acquaint forestry students with sent their "Delt Yellow Musket coast on its last legs, business
actual conditions under which the !Dance", Saturday night at the San continues on the upswing.
The
State Division of Forestry works. ’Jose Country club.
coast business activity index has
conjunction
will
be
in
trip
This
IMusic for this occasion will be already reached normal.
with the field trip planned by Mr.
supplied by Al Davina’s popular
teacher,
Science
Natural
Jacobs,
orchestra, featuring the entertain NOTICES
class,
which
for the first protection
ment of Nickie Dallas.
will also study the hazards of fire
Bids are $1.25 and may be bbThere will be an Informal joint
and how to help prevent them.
Mr. Ormsby, State Forest Ranger tanied at the door, or may he initiation of the Rainbow and Deof Santa Cruz and Santa Clara secured on the campus from Charles Molity clubs this Sunday aftercounty, will be the guest speaker. Flocks, Bill Keeley, Chuck Johnson, noon at 2:15 at Jim Rouse’s ranch.
All club members and theirl Ames Elmer, and John Spurgeon. All members of these clubs and
Dancing will be from nine to one those Rainbows and DeMolays inguests are cordially invited.
terested are requested to sign lip
’on Ult. main bulletin boa I. You
will meet at 2:15 in back of the
H. E. building on 7th street.

Plan
Foresters
.
Tr To Felton

,Delta Phi’s Hold
Dance Saturday,

,71111ei.7

HITLER MAY ’TOUCH’ U. S.
FOR LOAN, SAYS POYTRESS

There will be an important
meeting of the WAA Board 01
Directors in the Womens gym at
"The army of the United States 12 o’clock today. Final plans for
looks upon South America as part Saturday Play Day will be made.
of the ’American Empire’, and
- Ruby Seimers.
the man -on-the-street attitude will
invaded."
be that America is being
Chinese students: Please conic
ENGLISH LOAN
to a meeting today at 12:30 in
England is on the verge of Room
A28, Art building. Be
lending money to both Germany prompt. as very important facts
and Italy, Poytress affirmed, and will be taken up.
Doris Jew.
"for that reason, the bankers of
There
will
be
a
social
service
the United States, no matter how
committee meeting in the Y room
the people may object, will unat 12:30 today. All students indoubtedly follow suit."
terested in this work are urged
to attend.

"It is my belief that Hitler is
about to put the ’touch’ on the
bankers of the United States for
a loan," Or. William Poytress,
head of the Social Science department, declared yesterday.
"The fact that the Nazi press
has ’toned down’ its criticisms of
the United States, along with the
increase of Nazi groups in this
country, seems to indicate that
possibility." he said.
U.S. TO FIGHT HITLER
In his lecture Tuesday to the
Behind the News class, Poytress
st ated that in five years tin
LOST: Note book containing
United States would be fighting
student body card and railroad
Hitler in South America
pass. Please turn into the Lost
"The reason I set five years
Plans for a joint initiation to
and Found department.
ahead as the date," Poytress re- he held Sunday. October 23 at the
Edwatil Reales
marked, "is because in that time James Rouse ranch, will be disif he manages to escape assassin- closed at a combined meeting of
ation or insanity, and can make the Yal Omed and Rainbow clubs
the necessary loans, Hitler will today at 12:30 in Room 1 of the
Will the presidents of all
have the most powerful army in It. E. building.
campus
organizations
please
the world, an army fully capable
Anyone in college who would
look In their Co-op boxes as soon
of backing Nazi groups in South like to join one of these social
as possible.
America,
organizations is invited to attend

Joint Initiation Of Yal
Omed, Rainbow Clubs

Organization Prexies

1938

sophomore
Misenheinier,
Ted
music major, was elected to the
office of president of the Music
Majors and Minors club at an informal party honoring the new
students Tuesday evening.
Other officers elected to serve
during the coming year are Paul
Johnson, vice-president, and Delphia Phillips, secretary -treasurer.
Outgoing president is John Andrews.
The gathering attracted practically all of the students in the
Music department, one of the largest departments in the school.
students entertained,
Freshmen
with solos being sung by Harold
Johnson, Mark Guerra, and Karen
Loft, transfer student from Hum-

ASHWoRTHe
4---

COLORED PHOTOS
TOPIC OF SPEECH

RALLY

(Continued from Page One)
However, at a late date he had not
yet consented.
Work on the project, according
to Riordan, has been going on from
early morning till late at night for
the last week.
The efforts of the rally committee, especially Hughes McGlynn,
Bruce Fisher, Mary Bell Meredith,
and Rutheda Elliot, have been
focused on this bit of contention
since September 20.
The noise parade to take place
tomorrow night will have a police
escort, and all the business houses
are co-operating to help make this
the biggest thing of the year, according to Riordan.
Erwin Farley, president from
(’OP., has sent word that between I
550 and 600 students are coming
down for the game.
"We want every student who I
can possibly come to be at the
rally tonight," was the final comment by the rally club president.
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Bob Work
College Chest Chairman
Wotta Jam Session!
THE COMMITTEE
JACK HILTON
President Student Body
DOROTHY CURRY
V. Pres. Student Council
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Editor Spartan Da*
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TUESDAY AT 3 P.M.
BEHIND THE WATER TOWER

clothing made of silk in bet
the weave and print pattern&
made in Japan and in the Celle.
States, are displayed. Modern ark
old methods of winding silk; hi,
culture of the silk from egg tt
&quail, and tests for determining
the genuiness of the silk are son&
of the things on exhibition.
Methods used by the Japans*
government in slumping cloth the
has palmed the inspectors Of liltstrated on a large piece Of what
silk in the collection.

boldt.
Later in the evening the students
enjoyed games and dancing to the
*music of Seldon Taix and his orchestra. Refreshments were served
(Continued from Page Onel
by Delphia Phillips and Dorothy
during the last leg of his fligt
Correll.
from Cincinnati to the Sam
airport.
For ft time Tuesday night MI
worth had apparently "disappd:
ed", and wires leading to let
newspaper offices were kept MO&
An explanation of the Koda- an attempt to learn the student
chrome process of making pictures (lier’s location.
in natural color will be presented
In Room 112 of the Science buildCAMPUS CORDS
ing this evening by an expert front
the Eastman Kodak Co. of San
MAN OF THE WEEK
Francisco.
Making of the filni and its processing will be explained. as will
the handling of thelilm in making
hut h still pictures and movies.
The Deture will be fully ’Host :tied with stills and movies. Stu- ’
dents of the college are invited to
attend the meeting, which will begin at 8 o’clock.

4

All-College
Community Chest Marble Tourney

silk products of various lush
ate on display in the show calks
in the Home Economics buildjar
for the last time today, am a ps,
lee( of the AlethcsIS (1111411
he Lir. Margaret Jones, head
ot
tia Home Economies department

let
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to:
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We hope you’ll accept m
a token of our appreciation a pair of genuine
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